ABSTRACT: This study introduces an automated pairwise method for osteological pair-matching of fragmented skeletal remains using twodimensional fragmented outlines extracted from photographs. The form data are used in pairwise iterative closest point registrations with rigid transformations. A modified version of the average Hausdorff distance is calculated to remove any coordinate correspondences with outline fracture margins, which allow the distance analysis of fragmented outlines. A dilation modification to the Hausdorff distance is proposed creating a greater separation between true-and false-pairs. The sample consists of 122 calcanei (61 pairs) from the UI-Stanford collection. Performance statistics are provided for simulated fragmented and complete assemblages. Results indicate up to 98% accuracy for fragmented and complete assemblages. The dilated Hausdorff distance performed similarly across assemblages, but showed a slight decrease in performance for the complete assemblage. This approach provides a useful short listing tool to reduce the number of visual comparisons required in large commingled assemblages.
Shape and form analyses have become more popular in physical and forensic anthropology (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) with a few studies focused on matching algorithms (6, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . With the adoption of shape analysis, the literature on osteological sorting has started to shift from linear metric approaches (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) to shape and form approaches (10) (11) (12) . However, the current literature on shape and form osteological pair-matching has exclusively focused on complete skeletal elements (10) (11) (12) . While some of these methods appear easily extendable to fragmentary elements, they all have procedural drawbacks, such as nonautomated registration or significant pre-and postprocessing of data, that prevent them from being fully automated. More importantly, these pair-matching studies do not provide a robust method of registering unequal fragmented point clouds, which are critical to the success of any shape or form pair-matching method.
The problem of registering fragmented skeletal elements can be generally described as a problem of partial shape matching. This more general problem has been widely researched in computer science using variants of iterative closest point algorithms (24) . However, the focus of these algorithms is largely on object recognition rather than discriminating between two variations of the same object, which is what pair-matching requires.
The registration of shape-and-size data from fragmentary skeletal elements (i.e., unequal point clouds) poses a unique problem that very few researchers in forensic anthropology have attempted to solve (25) (26) (27) (28) . Many of the mathematical theories and methods for attempting such registrations have existed elsewhere in the image processing and media analysis domain for decades (24) . However, only recently has forensic anthropology had an influx of interdisciplinary teams comprised of anthropologists and computer scientists. This change has allowed these more advanced data analytics to emerge.
Following this shift in data analytics, a recent study in the forensic anthropology domain (25) attempted to solve the problem of fragmentary registration using a variant of iterative closest point (ICP) with feature extraction. Iterative closest point translates, rotates, and sometimes scales a query shape to match a target shape. However, this approach by itself is not robust in registering shape objects that do not have an approximate alignment prior to registering. To solve this problem, the researchers extracted "features" from fragments, which is a way to extract unique identifiable regions that can be found between two shapes. These identified features of shape data are used in ICP. Further, the researchers used a complete three-dimensional bone template as a target shape to register the fragmented shapes against. While showing some early success and a path forward, the current widespread application across all human skeleton elements is limited, likely a result of particular bones and fragments containing more useful features than others.
Within the physical anthropology domain, the recently introduced Generalized Procrustes Surface Analysis (GPSA) algorithm allows the registration of unequal point clouds (26) . This algorithm is a combination of ICP and mean estimation that allows the registration of a group of shape specimens into a single shape (or shape-and-size) space. As described above, ICP depends on a rough alignment of shapes before registering. This algorithm automates the process of registration by aligning shapes along their principal axes prior to registering. While this works with complete skeletal remains, fragmentary elements will not provide an initial alignment correctly as the principal axes are no longer what they would be if the element was complete. The change in principal axes will cause fragmented elements to register incorrectly.
The existing literature on pair-matching has only partially adopted the type of analytics described above. The first such instance is a two-dimensional pair-matching study that relied on the manual placement of landmarks from photographs (12) . The researchers used Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) to register homologous landmarks together. This study showed high levels of accuracy with true-pairs (correct pair-matches) having the lowest Procrustes distance. While they did not use fragmented elements in their sample, this method can be easily extended to allow portions of the skeletal elements to be fragmentary as it relies on a few landmarks and not the entire shape of skeletal elements. However, if any one particular landmark is not present that element must be included in a separate analysis where overlapping landmarks can be identified across the entire assemblage. Further, this reliance on a few landmarks reduces the amount of discriminatory variation available when scaling to larger assemblages.
A different research team approached pair-matching using three-dimensional mesh data (11) . This study used ICP to register specimens together in a pairwise manner. While it provided both a manual and automated way to register elements, the automated method lowered accuracy due to incorrect registrations (likely due to the alignment issues described above). This method can be extended to fragmentary elements by requiring every point cloud to be manually edited to remove any extra shape data that is introduced from exposed bone at the fracture margins. However, when dealing with large assemblages, this can require a considerable amount of preprocessing time. Further, there is no evidence to suggest the distance calculation used will work with fragmentary point clouds given the reliance on proprietary software (11) .
Similarly, the authors of this manuscript previously published an automated two-dimensional form pair-matching method for complete skeletal elements that fail to work with fragmented remains (10) . This method incorporated elliptical Fourier analysis (EFA), ICP, mean estimations, Euclidean distance matrix analysis, and other computer science methods for shifting matrices. This method relied on complete outlines being extracted from photographs in a particular orientation across the assemblage and registered all specimens to a single shape-and-size space (10) . While the procedure depends on ICP, which can register unequal point clouds as illustrated by the GPSA algorithm and Fragmento (25, 26) , the points present on a fragmentary element could be weighted differently than the antimere. This difference in weight will cause true-pairs to register slightly different artificially increasing the distance between true-pairs in the form space.
In light of the issues described above, the focus of this research study is to extend the automated two-dimensional form registration procedure to fragmentary skeletal elements using pairwise registration. This registration procedure allows the maximization of two-dimensional information by allowing the registration and distance analysis of fragmentary outlines. Using two-dimensional data extracted using a standardized procedure for photography, the rough alignment along two axes is standardized prior to registration. This alignment drastically increases the success of fragmentary registration over the three-dimensional attempts described above. Further, two-dimensional data allow the automation of fracture margin identification to easily remove nonoverlapping information when comparing two unequal fragments.
Materials and Methods
The sample is comprised of the calcanei photographs from the authors' previous two-dimensional form pair-matching study (10) . These calcanei photographs consist of 61 pairs (122 specimens), from the UI-Stanford collection housed at the Office of the State Archaeologist at the University of Iowa. Each calcaneus was photographed in the same orientation on a light box copy stand at a 90-degree angle and 530 mm above the copy stand base.
The photographs were altered by translating the specimens' position so that particular regions were placed outside of the photograph frame mimicking a fragmentary element. The dimensions of each photograph and the scale of each specimen did not change, which preserved size information. Multiple sets of photographs were created where the anterior and posterior regions were placed outside of the photograph frame producing a data set of differing fractured regions (Fig. 1) . While the data used in this study are fragmentary by simulation, the concept of placing the fragmented region of an element outside of a cameras field of view when taking photographs can be applied to fragmented remains. The orientation of a specimen within a photograph is critical for this method to work reliably.
Each photograph was converted to a grayscale pixmap, which produced a matrix of values ranging between 0 (black) to 1 (white). A threshold value of 0.8 was used to convert anything greater or equal to the threshold to 1 and anything less than the threshold to 0. As automated tracing algorithms depend on complete shape outlines (10, 29) , 20 columns and rows with values of 1 were appended to the matrix border to artificially move the fragmented border interiorly to allow tracing of the fracture margin as a linear line of coordinates.
Each matrix had the specimens' border of black and white values traced producing an outline containing the matrix index coordinates of the shape. The appended 20 columns and rows were removed, which effectively remove the fracture margin coordinates producing a fractured outline. All of the left elements had their matrices y-axis converted to negative values producing a mirrored image. Matrices were then translated so their centroids were 0 along both dimensions, which roughly aligns all specimens overlapping in the same photograph dimensional space. It is important to note that each specimen at this point contains a varied number of coordinates.
Each combination of left to right pairs was registered using ICP with rigid transformation where the specimen with the lower number of coordinates was rotated and translated to fit the specimen with more coordinates. Given the previous centroid translation to 0, and consistent rotational orientation of the specimen in the photographs, all of the fragmented outlines were able to register successfully (Figs 2 and 3) .
Within each specimens' matrix, Euclidean distances between the first and last coordinates, and the first and second coordinates, were calculated. If the first Euclidean distance was larger than four times the second, the entire matrix was shifted so the last coordinate takes the position of the first (Fig. 4) . Four times was chosen an arbitrary multiplier which can be adjusted. Given the density at which the specimens are traced, four times correspond to less than two millimeters. This guarantees the fracture margins are in sequential order in the matrix. At this point, every two coordinates overlapping have the Euclidean distance calculated and compared with one another, in sequential order, to identify all indices where the distance is greater than four times the previous (Fig. 5) . If the distance is greater than four times the previous the coordinate matrix indices are captured and saved as the fracture margin boundaries. This process is repeated until all fracture margins are identified. The identification of the fracture margin boundaries is possible due to the consistent distance between coordinates during the tracing of each specimen during the outline extraction procedure.
A derivation of the average Hausdorff distance (30) was calculated where any coordinate correspondences to the identified fracture margin indices from each matrix are removed from the calculation. This distance can be described as the average Euclidean distance between the coordinates with the minimum distances in a Euclidean distance matrix that does not correspond to each specimens' fracture margins. This effectively produces an average Hausdorff distance between only the overlapping regions of the fragmented specimens. The average Hausdorff was chosen based on its performance from the previous study the sample was taken from (10) . Given that the outlines are fragmented, it is not possible to derive a segmented Hausdorff approach following that study (10) .
Two variants of this fragmentary Hausdorff distance were calculated. The first is the average Hausdorff, and the second is the average Hausdorff multiplied by the standard deviation of the distances. Among true-pairs, it is hypothesized that the standard deviation will be relatively low while among false-pairs, it will be relatively high. The second Hausdorff distance, coined here as the dilated Hausdorff distance, takes advantage of true-pairs having a lower standard deviation by pushing the false-pairs further away from the true-pairs. This does not serve to increase the accuracy of pair-matching as there will be little to no change, but it does further separate true-and false-pairs and may aid with larger commingled assemblages to reduce the number of potential pairs within the true-pair distance space.
Combinations of fragmentary assemblages were constructed where both the left and right specimens were fragmented, and with only the left side fragmented, across both anterior and posterior fragmentation. This resulted in four fragmentary assemblages to compare with a complete assemblage using the pairwise procedure described above. These assemblages include 
All analyses were carried out in the R statistical software for Linux version 3.4.0 (31) and the OsteoSort package for R version 1.2.2 (32) . This open-source proof-of-concept method is implemented in OsteoSort and can be downloaded from www.os teosort.net.
Results
The full and half anterior assemblages with the anterior region present (and posterior region fragmented) show no real difference between the average and dilated Hausdorff distances ranging between 96% and 98% accuracy. The assemblages with the left side fragmented, and both left and right sides fragmented, indicate true-pairs have the lowest distance 98% of the time (Table 1) . Similarly, the full and half posterior assemblages with the posterior region present (and anterior region fragmented) show no difference between the average and dilated Hausdorff distances with 93% accuracy. The assemblages with the left side fragmented, and both left and right sides fragmented, indicate true-pairs have the lowest distance 93% of the time. The similarity in the results for the assemblages with the left side fragmented and both left and right sides fragmented shows that the method successfully ignores nonoverlapping regions.
The complete assemblage with no fragmented regions shows 98% and 90% accuracy for the average and dilated Hausdorff distances, respectively. Further, the sensitivity (exclusion power) is >99%. This is in contrast to the previous study showing 98% accuracy and >99% exclusion power (10) . While the two analyses on complete specimens are virtually identical, it should be noted that the pairwise procedure increases the time of analysis 100-fold due to the number of registrations required and larger number of coordinates available. The mean distances between the dilated and average Hausdorff distances for false-pairs are increased (Table 2 ). For the fragmentary assemblages, there is roughly a fourfold to fivefold increase in average distance and for the complete assemblage fivefold to sixfold increase (Fig. 6 ). While this study shows no real improvement for accuracy, and slight decrease in accuracy for complete outlines, the dilated Hausdorff shows utility for creating further distance when dealing with larger assemblages that may prove useful in future research studies for human skeletal elements with more complex variation. As this is a short listing method, this increase in distance can provide a greater certainty that a low distance represents a good potential match.
Discussion
Previous research studies using shape-and-size or shape data for osteological pair-matching have focused on complete remains (10) (11) (12) . These studies are proof-of-concepts that have yet to be extrapolated to fragmentary skeletal elements. Further, much of this research is not automated in a simplified way providing little time efficiency increases over traditional osteometric pair-matching methods.
This study introduces the first fully automated osteological pairmatching form method for fragmented human skeletal remains. It shows high levels of accuracy across four simulated fragmented assemblages, which are compared to the accuracy from complete skeletal remains. However, the methodology itself is calculation intensive in that there are a larger number of coordinates in the outlines and it relies on pairwise registration rather than a single form space. Due to these constraints, if an assemblage is nonfragmentary then the other methods published by the author (10) should be used to increase time efficiency and to allow for a greater variety of Hausdorff distances (10). Further, it should be noted that higher resolution photographs introduce a greater number coordinates, which significantly increases the time required for registration. This method is most applicable for large commingled assemblages where it is not feasible for an analyst to visually check every possible match between left and right specimens.
The dilation approach shows promise for larger commingled assemblages where a greater separation between true-and falsepairs would be beneficial. Fragmentary false-pair average distances were increased fourfold to fivefold and complete distances fivefold to sixfold. The increase among true-pairs was relatively negligible showing there is utility to using the standard deviation of distances to dilate the average Hausdorff distances, and confirming among true-pairs the standard deviation is relatively low compared with false-pairs.
While this study shows a path forward for dealing with fragmentary skeletal elements, it is limited in that elements with fragmentation at multiple regions will prove difficult to photograph. These particular elements may have to be manually manipulated with editing software prior to use in this method. However, an argument can be made that if such extensive fragmentation exists, using form analysis methods may not be appropriate. As a general guide, if an analyst is not comfortable visually pair-matching any particular fragment, it is likely not appropriate for use with this method.
In common with the previous two-dimensional study by the author (10), this method does not confirm the lowest distance is the correct match but has the benefit of the true-pair being the lowest distance >90% of the time. Each lowest distance match should be visually verified by analysts prior to accepting it as a match.
